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Full details of exhibitions  
and programming at MAC VAL at  
www.macval.fr

Follow us on Facebook,  
Instagram, Twitter and Vimeo

Opening hours

Tuesday to Friday, 10 am–6 pm. Saturday, Sunday and public holidays, 
noon to 7 pm. Last admissions 30 minutes before closing. Closed  
on 1 January, 1 May, 15 August and 25 December.



For the tenth hanging of its collec-
tion, in its fifteenth year, MAC VAL 
has chosen to concentrate on 
works that bear witness to Man’s 
relation to the Earth itself, the 
foundation under his feet, his 
Earth, his support and source or 
life. How do we express what is at 
stake in our bond to the World? 
What are the symbols and vestiges 
of this terrestrial adventure? How 
do we bear witness to the risks 
facing life in a universe that is at 
once so intimate and so vast?

On this Earth Man makes his 
way, conquering, appropriating 
and destroying in the same move-
ment. But through this action  
of wayfaring he weighs his relation 
to the world and affirms it. The 
works in this exhibition evoke  
the complexity and ambivalence  
of the uses and practices of  
this Earth, which are sometimes 
respectful, often criminal.

If this collection of works tran-
scribes different facets of a  
history that men create, and for 
whose current consequences they 
must bear responsibility, it is 
traversed too by the subject of 
walking, which constitutes its  
guiding thread. Desire Lines, the 
installation by Tatiana Trouvé,  
provides a sensory archive  
of this.

This generous gift by the artist 
compiles two hundred and twelve 
great marches from the history  
of literature, music and poetry, but 
also from protest and liberation 
movements. This history explores a 
relation to the World that is both 
physical and spiritual.

In line with themes broached  
in previous years, MAC VAL is  
reaffirming its engagements. With 
each new hanging it reveals new 

facets of a collection that is  
alive and engaged with the world.

“Le vent se lève” brings 
together eighty works by fifty-two 
artists from different countries 
and across generations.

The exhibition follows a series 
of themes that connect and  
dialogue with each other, guiding 
visitors in their exploration. The 
works give a glimpse of the  
imbalance between the very long 
time-frame that preceded the 
appearance of Man and human 
and, recently, chemical time,  
in which experiments precipitate 
an impact that is all too often 
destructive.

The works evoke geology, 
archaeology and the traces left in 
the bowels of the Earth by the 
past, as well as those now being 
put down for the future.

The wonder of nature also plays 
a part here, as a source of inspira-
tion. But then, too, we see its 
excessive exploitation, all the way 
to our current production of an 
artificial, “surrogate” nature.

Finally, here are ancient and 
modern rituals that are one  
with nature, and collectives that 
are acting to denounce and  
fight the blindness of current pow-
ers: the power of “us” against 
“me” carries the hope of a com-
monality of things, in opposition  
to extreme individualism and  
the race for quick profit, champi-
oning another, vitally rooted way  
of inhabiting the Earth.

The MAC VAL thanks its partners:
“Le vent se lève, il faut tenter de vivre”  
(The wind is rising, we must try to live).  
Paul Valéry, Le Cimetière marin.


